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This paper motivates the study of the impact of digital government on social solidarity; builds a conceptual foundation with four types of solidarity – group-

based, compassionate, instrumental and emphatic; relates digital government to the type and moment – pre-technological, technological and post-technological 

of solidarity; and puts forward the type-moment frame to study how digital government is supporting social solidarity in different policy contexts.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The last decades demonstrated the power of digital transformation, utilized by governments around the world, to improve government 

processes, increase the reach of public services, open interaction modes between government and citizens, and strengthen public policy 

implementation. The results include higher government performance [1], increased coherence [2], and more transparency [3]. At the same 

time, through deluge of information and misinformation, the erosion of trust, solidarity or other traditional values [11], and polarization, 

digital transformation continues to impact social live. This was demonstrated during the Covid19 pandemic, with examples of solidarity – 

accepting restrictions for common good and discord – treating restrictions as suppression of individual rights [4], the role of government 

authorities and digital tools to manage the emergency, and further increasing polarization and distrust. 

From the above, we posit a meaningful relationship between digital transformation, government and digital government on one side, and 

solidarity on another. However, digital government research focuses primarily on government-citizen and government-government 

relationships, less on government-business relationships, and rarely on citizen-citizen relationships characterizing social solidarity. Thus we 

ask, “What is the impact of digital government on social solidarity?”. Addressing this question requires a systematic and comprehensive 

research project. In preparation for this project, our aim is to create a framework for examining existing literature to detect open avenues 

for further research in this promising and necessary topic. 

2 CONCEPTUALIZING SOCIAL SOLIDARITY 
Solidarity is a propensity to support a target group whose welfare one deems important [5]. Typically, this group is vulnerable and 

unable to reach its goals by itself. Three features of solidarity are: 1) it mediates between the individual and the collective, 2) it creates a 

unity of action, and 3) it requires individuals to conform to the group [6]. 

When routinized, the logic of solidarity creates social cohesion and fosters collaboration in search for a common good: it arranges how 

people with different interests can live together peacefully and constructively [16]. It can be normative – invoking the collective spirit and 

taking action to ensure the wellbeing of its members, or descriptive – invoking connections with others who may not be part of the same 

community but are faced with common threat or vulnerability [10]. 

Durkheim [7] introduced the distinction between “Mechanic” and “Organic” solidarity. The former, typical for traditional societies, 

highlights the similarity between community members and their collective consciousness over individuality. The latter, typical for modern 

societies, highlights interdependence between individuals to deliver wellbeing. Organic solidarity is the glue that keeps society together 

even when the bonds are eroding [9]. Thus Thijsenn [15], following Honneth [8], defined four types of solidarity depending on whether 

individuals belong to the same or different groups and whether the benefits are individual or structural. This distinction might allow for the 

detection and comparison of different expressions of solidarity. 

Table 1. Solidarity typology adapted from [15] 

 Same Group Different Group 

Structural Benefit Group-based Solidarity Instrumental solidarity 

 Perception of similarity amongst members, the benefits of 

solidarity are shared with all the group, works in reaction to a 

structural opposite (enemy) and from internal social obligations 

Members self-perceive as belonging to different groups but they 

see a common benefit of acting in solidarity 

Individual Benefit Compassionate solidarity Emphatic solidarity 
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 Perception of solidarity amongst members, benefits of solidarity 

are unevenly distributed amongst group member, who react to 

individual inputs 

Members self-perceive as belonging to different groups, but see 

an individual benefit for acting in solidarity based upon e.g. 

moral principles,   

3 DIGITAL GOVERNMENT FOR SOCIAL SOLIDARITY – TWO HYPOTHESIS 
Durkheim’s premise was that analyzing laws governing societies can indicate the type of solidarity behind social practices: repressive 

laws relate to mechanical solidarity and restitutive laws to organic solidarity [12]. If we extrapolate to other aspects of public management, 

it should be possible to connect management practices with solidarity types. Assuming that 1) different types of solidarity guide managerial 

acts, 2) public administrations are the executors of managerial traditions and 3) digital technologies are public management tools, we 

hypothesize (H1) that technology use by government is connected to the government-supported type of social solidarity [15]. 

With few exceptions like [13, 14], the solidarity and digital government research is scarce and dispersed. To analyze it following the frame 

above, we query “moments of solidarity” that lie behind government transformation into digital government, i.e. digital government can 

work to strengthen solidarity in different (non-exclusive) moments: in reaction to an event (e. g. the invasion of Ukraine), in prevention of a 

risk (e. g. climate change mitigation); an unforeseen consequence of digitalization (e. g. open government data, shared for economic 

purposes, enhances the solidarity effect of digital platforms); at the core of digital public service (e.g. delivering grants for baby births); etc. 

More generally, we hypothesize (H2) that three “moments of solidarity” – pre-technological, technological and post-technological – mark 

progression in how governments transform themselves into digital government in the service of social solidarity. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper motivated the study of the impact of digital government on solidarity, built a conceptual foundation for this study including 

four solidarity types [15], and developed two hypotheses relating digital government to solidarity. Together, the hypotheses frame digital 

government support to solidarity in two axes – type and moment. The frame has the potential of unveiling similarities and tendencies of 

how digital government supports solidarity in different contexts, paving the way for further analysis, refinement of theoretical constructs, 

or interpretation of data. Our future work will validate this frame empirically and test its usefulness through systematic literature review 

that takes stock of the existing research on digital government for solidarity, and uncovers avenues for further development of the field. 
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